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Total conquest is an online game that is widely spread across all the gaming platforms and
even the social networks like facebook. Due to its popularity, competition is deemed to be
very high. To help in maneuvering to the top, hack developers came up with this new total
conquest hack that provides a number of cheating options. Some of the features and how to
use the cheats will be discussed below.

Features of Total Conquest Hack Tool

Ability to Work on All Devices
This program can be operated in all the gaming devices. This makes it better than those
programs which are selective on the devices to play with.
Frequent Updates
The program provides for regular and automated updates that keep players up-to-date with
the prevailing cheating codes.
Anti-Ban Script
There is an anti-ban script that helps in protecting the players from being banned out of this
game for using cheats.
Unlimited Gaming Stuffs
There are a number of things that are given when one uses total conquest cheats. Some of the
stuffs include; crown, food, gold and token which are all offered without limit to usage.
Easy to Use
The program is quite easy to use in your gaming device or even when playing it on facebook.
Below is a step-by-step guide on how to install the game.
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 Installing on a Device with Android or iOS
 Download the program and extract it to your computer
 Run the program
 Connect your device using USB cable and get it to be detected
 Go to the options to choose the most suitable hacking features
 Click the Start button
 Wait for a few minutes to start enjoying the game
 How to Play in facebook
The first step is to download a hack tool
 Extract the file to your computer
 Turn on Firefox, Chrome or IE and log on to the game
 Turn the hack tool on and click connect after selecting facebook
 Then you choose your hack features
 Click Hack button to enjoy the game
Using total conquest cheats is very advantageous for those who want to experience new
heights of this game.
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